
2014 Reasearch Station for Snow Blindness
3 channel video installation, found footage documentation of Czech gerrila polar station at Antarctica



2014 The Sexual Struggle of Commodities
3D animation, 7 min, In collaboration with Vilém Novák

The digital animation Sexual struggle of commodities combines 3d scanned graphics with models created in 
computer. The scanned artifacts selected from the collections of the National museum in Prague attracted 
us with their materiality and the zoo- or antropo- morphic look. The fact that people become objectified, 
while  commodities become antropomorphised is one of the central propositions of the animation. The 
name as well as the content of the movie paraphrase to some extent Wilhelm Reich’s book Sexual strug-
gle of Youth, in which Reich attempted to illustrate the relation of sexual desire and the socialist revolution. 
The animation comes with a courageous preposition - the radicalisation and sexualisation of the desire 
which attracts us to the commodities can become a tool to overcome the desire to own.



2014 Second Nature (Book)
126 pages, 16,5 × 21,7 cm , edition 300, UMPRUM, ISBN: 978-80-86863-86-3
graphic design by studio Parallel Practice and Jan Horcik, theoretical text by Ondrej Dadejik)

The Second Nature engages with the phenomenon of a „politicized“ nature. It addresses the polarity of the 
forest designed, planted by man as a monument, and the borders between the earthy and the human. The 
book strives to grasp and simultaneously not deny, the tension between nature formed by ideological goals 
and the natural environment as such. This polarity is the key topic of the book; rather than being meant as 
an appeal to return to the unspoiled state of nature, the book becomes a means of artistic production – the 
development of anew.

The book theme evolves from a case study of forests planted to embody a political statement or to become 
a monument to an ideology. The book presents photographic documentation of forests planted around the 
half of the twentieth century, namely forests planted in shape of names/words such as Hitler (Czech Re-
public), Tito (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Lenin (Belorussia) and The Forest of Holocaust Victims (Israel). The 
last of the photographic series documents planting of Forest of Growth(Czech Republic).

These forests can be perceived from various, sometimes-overlapping perspectives. From within the for-
est, the political statement of a respective forest is hardly visible. This is namely due to the vastness of 
the “forest” texts, which from a normal human perspective become invisible. What is our direct experience 
once we realise - either by viewing or hearing of -, that we have become a part of such a statement? What 
“readings” of the forest environment are at hand, and towards what can crossing of perspectives lead?



2014 Raped By Laser Beam
videoinstallation, laser

Transcendentalism or esotericism as a 
violent element is reflected in the project 
Raped By Laser Beam, which is inspired by 
a situation created in the “Taboo” program 
on the Nova TV channel. The invited guests 
talking about socially delicate issues were 
hidden before the viewers in a special 
booth from where they could answer the 
moderator’s questions. Sterec used a simi-
lar situation in which he places a fictitious 
female character giving an account of be-
ing raped, while the rapist is not a human 
but a ray of light.



2014 Base of Shoes and Superstructure of Experiments You Only Need to Imagine

Artefacts found by the author in a bankrupted shoe factory (Kosuta, Montenegro) and thought experiments 
borrowed from different thinkers as they put them down in their texts in history (Block, Leibniz, Searle)



2014 Brundibár 3D
Reconstruction of a scenographic solution of the opera Brundibar introduced by the concentration camp 
Terezín prisoners in 1943. 3D prints of the items from the collection of National Museum, which are togeth-
er with another thousands of objects stored in the building, where Brundibar took stage,
redesign of the original opera poster by the graphic studio Parallel Practice



2014 Experiment Quo
video 5 min 35 sec

Intervention in Czech presidental election confronted with experiment in political sciences 
at Masaryk University in Brno





2013 - 2014 Second Nature (Exhibition)
Project documenting forests planted during the 20th century in the shape of letters reading
HITLER, LENIN and TITO, together with the forest for the victims of the holocaust (where a tree was plant-
ed for each of the 6 million victims).
What is happening in these politicized forests today when the signs are changing due to natural processes 
and the forest visitors often don’t even realize that they are standing in a sign?



2013 Institute for Science and Halacha (Jewish Law)
3D computer animation – 1min 39 sec

An object in 3D inspired by the real logo of the Institute for Science and Halacha based in Jerusalem since 
the 1970s.  A narrative about the post-rational science and technology in a religious and secular 
environment.



2013 Recipes for Mixture
exhibition view
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2012 Silver Academy
A performative lecture on how today’s system of 
education for senior citizens is an unintentional 
fulfillment of Jan Amos Comenius’ 
radical ideas on education as a journey toward 
transcendence. Schooling of people of 
postproductive age can introduce an antithesis to 
today’s mainstream utilitarian view on learning.



2012 When There Is Too Much Happening, I’d Rather Stay Home
I organized a number of events for bird lovers in Gdansk - e.g., lecture on what to do if you come across an 
injured bird, lecture about stork migration, screening of a film Birds: Protectors of Forest, and bird ringing at 
an ornithology center. All these events took place at different places at the same time.



2012 Gradient
I asked Lenka Pasterikova, a curator of 
sculpture collection of Prague’s National Gallery, 
to choose artefacts “on the margin” of the
collection (i.e.,  those least valuable) and, based 
on their (un)importance, to put them on the 
gradient field placed on the floor of the 
gallery space. She explained her choice and the 
placement ofartefacts to audience during guided 
tours



2012 Motionless Change - Exotic realia as a tool for more universal reflections upon symbolic capital the 
fetishization of values and their subsequent devaluation.



2011 Catwalk
A prison uniform with camouflage print designed using the shapes of stains, spits and scratches. The stains 
were gradually found and traced in the interior of a prison.
A selected “model” walks dressed in the uniform with the special print through a prison. 
The project originated in cooperation with a convict Ludvik Ballon.



2011 Two Small Intersections on a Big Vertical 
Line
meteorite and stalagmite from a collection of the 
National Museum in Prague, two constructed 
situations documented on postcards, 2 x 500 items



2011 What keeps elites alive? 
We infiltrated into an association of 
people of above-average intelligence. 
Our aim was to make a project about 
„the aristocracy of thought“ attending 
lectures and community events, using 
interviews and questionaries. 
(with Vasil Artamonov)



2011 Medusa
performance: A walk towards 
containers with
radioactive waste observed in 
a mirror.Documented on 5 BW 
photos.
Richard Radioactive Waste 
Repository, Litomerice, Czech 
Republic.



2011 Hands of Dead Poets
Plaster casts of hands of deceased Czechoslovakian poets.
( Konstantin Biebl, Otokar Brezina, frantisek Halas, 
Pavol Orszagh Hviezdoslav, Viteslav Nezval, Frana Sramek )



2010 TheSeaTheSea
archival photos from equatorial baptism of Czech sailors from 70s - 90s, wall painting, grapnel



2010 A Record of Events in the Region
We have visited several small town chroniclers in the Czech Republic and persuaded them to record our 
visit as well as our artistic performance carried out in the region in the local chronicle (for eachtown to 
have a chronicle is a duty by law). It was not meant merely asan ironic act or trick to inscribe ourselves 
into official history, it was also an opportunity to record interviews with the chroniclers,collect information 
on their work, and to find out the strategies which determine what events are secured for the future.
In collaboration with Vasil Artamonov



2010 Sets
Floor painting, sound, collection of various stones, photos.



2010 “I Would Prefer 
Not To”
The focus of the installa-
tion is a letter found in an 
archive of a museum of 
police. It is an anonymous 
murder confession from 
1933. In it the alleged 
killer explains his motives 
and the  execution of the 
murder. The identity of 
the writer of the letter has 
never been discovered, the 
case remained unsolved. 
Interestingly, the murderer 
drew a complex and ab-
stract pattern across his 
hand-written confession 
so that the text is almost 
unintelligible. The innner 
conflict of an anonymous 
message that resists its 
fulfillment - the acceptance 
of punishment - is mirrored 
in the geometrical pattern, 
“the grid of protection”, 
which as if protected the 
text from its own message.
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